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CHAPTER V 

CLOSURE 

 In this chapter, the researcher presented the conclusion and suggestions of 

the research. The research also presented the answer to the research question. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the result of the research exploring autonomy learning in the 

Post-Pandemic Era. 

1. The Teacher applies autonomy learning in the Post-Pandemic Era with 

given the students chance to make their learning by themselves. The 

teacher gives the students material by using Google Classroom with the 

explanation about the material, then the student must understand the 

material by themselves and after that, the teacher gives the students 

assignment. Then after the teacher does an evaluation, the result of the 

evaluation is the teacher can not control students to their learning well, 

students learn according to their mood and it is impacting their assignment 

that is they send the assignment, not in the predetermined time which is 

when on other days or one day before an exam, many students forgot with 

the assignment, and students do not look too motivated by the existing 

learning. 
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2. The students use autonomy learning for their learning process in their 

online classes. Meanwhile for the ways of their use autonomy learning by 

the teacher is the teacher gives the student material and explanation about 

the material with assignment by google classroom and after that, the 

students must learn it dan understand it again by themselves. But, many 

students are not comfortable using this learning even though they can learn 

comfortably with their own learning by choosing their learning freedom 

because they prefer to choose to learn English with learning that they use 

in their offline class. Then, for the responsibilities of the students, they 

have their own responsibilities in their learning. The last, from learners 

autonomy found : motivation, teacher, assignment, and environment. 

 

B. Suggestion 

1. The teacher who wants to use autonomy learning, the teacher must know 

how to use autonomy learning for their learning before they use this 

learning and hopefully this research can useful 

2. Students can find about using their learners‘ autonomy well before using 

autonomy learning 

3. For the researcher who has a similar discussion, this researcher can give 

another reference from other theory so can give some information again 

about using autonomy learning. 

 

  


